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TEACHER GUIDE

The Great Lakes Triangle

By Rosanne W. Fortner and Daniel W. Jax
Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

OVERVIEW

This investigation includes three activities leading to a consideration of fact and fiction about the disappearances of planes and
ships in the Great Lakes Area. The entire module is an example of how scientists work, and it Can serve as a pracbcal
application of earth science skills as well.

The firSI aCtivity inVOlveS Studying the lOCatiOnS Of missing Craft and perSOnnel. StudentS eramine COnCentratiOna Of the
disappearances and speculate on their causes.

Activity B is actually three activities which are to be performed by different classroom groups simultaneously. If arne
permita, aH three aCtivitieS Can be dane by the entire CtaSS. Thia wOuld inCreaae the general level Of Student underatanding Of
the three ideas. The activities treat the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald as an example of a Great Lakes Triangle tragedy. One
topic involves plotting bathyrnetnc contours in eastern Lake Supenor and pointing out locations where hidden shoals could
exist. A SeCOnd tOpic uses a model of the Fi fzgeraid IO illuStrate how ship design could have contributed tO the diaaater. When
ar three tofxcs have been considered the teacher will lead a discussion to consider whether the wreck of the Edhrund Fitzgerefd
was an accident resulting from natural causes or whether other supernatural or extraterrestrial forces were at work.

Finally, ACtiVity C IOCueeS On hOW an art farm Can COnvey ematiOne aS Wea aS provide infbrmatibn. The daSS will liSten tO
the ballad The Wreck of fhe Edmund Fi tzgeraid and tell how the song conveys its mood. Each student wilt then write a short
letter or diary entry exptaining "what really happened" when the Fitzgerald went down

Within this Teacher Guide commentS directed specifically tO the teaCher will appear in boxes in smaHer print.

PREREOUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND: None

IIIIITERIALS:

3. Explain how weather information is mapped.

4. Describe the characteristics of a Great Lakes bulk camer.

SUGGESTED APPROACH

Overhead prolector, four transparent sheets, wax pencils or washable
fine-point markers, cardboard tube 45-55 cm long, tape, aquanum
gravel Or plaStiC ESCP beadS, bathymetnC Chart Of eaStern Lake
Superior, and recording of Gordon Lighffoot's The Wreck of the
Edmund Fi tzgerald

The bathyinetric chart of "St. Mary's to Au Sabie Point"  Nautical
Chart No. 14962! for Activity B can be obtained from:

Distnbution Division, C44
National Ocean Survey
Riverdale, MD 20640

The f 966 price for the map is $3.25.

OBJECTIVES:

Students who have completed this investigation will be able to:

1. Explain what is meant by the Great Lakes Triangle.

2. Dasctibe how bathymetric charts are constructed.

5 DiSCuSS at leaSt twO poSSible explanatenS fOr the Sinking Of the
Edmund Frtzgeratd.

Activity A should be done together by the entire dass as an intro-
duction to the tofxc.

Assign students to one of three teams for Activity B, or have them
read aH three topics if the class is to work as a unit. Activities A and
B can usually be completed in two dass periods.

Additional class trine will be needed if aH studenta do aH perte Of
Activity B. Plan to lead a discussion based on the three topics when
work on them is compieted. A recommended question sequence is
included in this guide.

As a fogow-up and means of evaluating the impact of the entire
investigation, Activity C can be assigned for completion outside of
class once the recording has been played.



INTRONJCTfOH

in 1974, Charles Berlitz wrote in his famous best seller, 'The Bermuda Trian le,

There is a section of the western Atlantic, off the southeast coast of the United States, forming w"at has
been termed a triangle, extending from Bermuda in the north to southern Florida, and then east to a point
through the Bahamas past Puerto Rico to about 40 degrees west longitude and then back again to Bermuda-
This area occupies a disturbing and almost unbelievable place in the world's catalogue of unexplained
mysteries. This is usually referred to as the Bermuda Triangle, where more than 100 planes and ships have
literally vanished into thin air, most of them since 1945, and where more than 1,000 lives have been lost in
the past twenty-six years, without a single body or even a piece of wreckage from the vanishing planes or
ships having been found.

Former aviator Jay Gourley has since written a book called The Great Lakes Trian le �977!, which claims that
the Great Lakes account for more unexplained disappearances than the Bermuda Triangle This is no small
comparison, considering that the Bermuda Triangle is sixteen times larger than the Great Lakes area Gourley

says: Because of the irregular shape of the Great Lakes, pilots � aware of the dangers within � ordinarily
circumnavigate the lakes, even when overflying might be shorter. lt is almost impossible for even the slowest
aircraft to be more than 20 minutes from land. Today's airliner can cross Lake Erie through the middle in
ten minutes. Faster aircraft can do it in much less than four minutes. Over any point on any of the Great
Lakes it is possible for the pilot of any jet airliner to shut down all his engines and literally glide to land.
There are hundreds of ground-based, sea-based and air-based radios constantly monitoring emergency
frequencies for any sign of trouble,

Aware of the curious incidents over the Great Lakes, the Federal Aviation Administration several years
ago instituted a special "Lake Reporting Service;" pilots on Great Lakes overf lights make continuous reports
to ground stations. A ten-minute delay in such a report autornaticalty launches search-and-rescue operations.
This service has saved many lives that would have been lost to ordinary accidents, but the high incidence
of inexplicable disasters has remained unaffected.

Figure 1: One of the last photographs taken of the Edmund Fitzgerald.



ACTIVITY A: WHAT IS THE GREAT LAKES TRIANGLE?

MATERIALS PROCEDURE

Map of vessel and aircraft disappearances in the
Great Lakes area  Figure 2!, Table I from the
Teacher's Guide.

Figure 2 shows the last position of disappearing
ships and planes in the area of the Great Lakes
Triangle. Look at the map symbols and their locations
to answer the questions on the next page.

Planes from which the people were never found

~ Ships from which the people were never found

Rlure 2: Estimated locations of disappearances de-
scribed in Gourley's The Great Lakes
Triangle.



1. Are there some areas where large numbers
of losses have occurred? If so, where?  An-
swer on your worksheet.!

2. Are there logical explanations for large num-
bers of losses having occurred at these par-
ticular areas? What explanation?

3. Do most of the losses include missing people?

4. Why do you think some of the planes, ships
and people have never been found?

If you are interested in learning more about the
planes and ships in Figure 2, your teacher can post
a copy of the list from which the map was made,

PIMto oourteey of Wm. B. Eerdmene Pubwehlno Go. Reprinted by perrnieeion.
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ABL f T! ' QREA T LAKES TRIANGLE DISAPPEARANCES*

Location ~ t
of 131sepfsearahce People MissingD ~ t ~ Crafl

all

all

all

all but 1

all

all  some bodies recovered!

17

all

all

aff

Lake Erte, 8 mlles from Avon Point and 11
mlles west of Cfevelarxl

Lake Erie, 8 mlles from Avon Point and 11
miNe west of Cletvefand

70 mites east of Sovth Haven, Michigan

14

32  some bodies recovered!

11 north of Dunkirk

35 miles northeast of Marquette, Michigan

11/26/52 CF-FUV pane

8/2 7/53 Jet

8/23/54 Twin jet interceptor

6/8/55 Light pktne

5/15/56 Canadian twiln jet

8/2/56 CF-100

I 2/8/56 Aero commander

all

N~ shore of Lakes C3ntarfo, near Ajax
Ontario

North of Lake Supe io, ~

Just northeast of
all

Bruce Peninsula. near ~
rgian Bay

North shore of Lake E+
e. near Buffalo

 continued!

The Qreaf Lakes Trfangle. New York: Aaron M- >r'rfest, inc�1977Gourley, Jay.

10/28/92

10/28/92

6/20/99

11/21/02

10/09/07

12/01/08

11/1 2/1 3

11/26/1 3

11/24/'I 6

1 I /24/1 8

12/07/27

9/26/3 0

11/21/36

12/02/42

1 2/02/42

6/23/50

1 2/1 8/50

10/28/52

Osfnch
wooden schooner

W. H. a/!cher
steel grain ship

Hunfer Se v/cafe
schooner

Banned dern
smail freighter

Cyprus
steel freighter

D. M Clem/on
steamer

The Price
ship

Rouse Sihirnons
schooner

Inkerman
mineswee per

Cerfsoffes
minesweeper

Itambapr
steamer

Ctr Son
schooner

Hbau
passenger steamer

/fidmIral
stout ship

CJate
tanker barge

Northwest Airlines
FVight 2501

Sachem
tugboat

Sinall plane

Oil Manlt islands Lel Sup

West Straits of Mac fn

Lake Huron, near /At pena. Michigan

Middie cf Lake Superior

Oil Coppermine Point. Lake Superior

Lake Superior, near Soo Locks

Southern tip of Lake Huron

Lake Michigan, just north of Chicago

Lake Supertor. near Soo Locks

Lake Superior, near Soo Locks

Isle Royale

Straits of Manitou, Lake Michigan

Qeorg!an Bay

Lake Superior. betweert Keweenaw Poilnt and
Whitef!sh Point

Over southern Lake Michigan



People MissingCraftDale

all

Sandusky, Ohio

Lake Michigan, near Chicago

Lake Michilgan

all

Lake Michfgan, near Muskegon

12� 0�7 Muklmngfne Beech 18 Lake Monona, near Madison, Wisconsin

Lake Michigan, between Detroit and
Milwaukee

Eastern shore ol Lake Michigan

Lake Michigan, between Milwaukee and
Chicago

Just south of Detroit, iMichlgan

 continued!

5/21/59 Piper PA-16

12/16/59 Aero Design 560E

9/23/6 0 Cessna 140

9/27/60 Twin Jet interceptor

11/29�0 Piper plane

3/26/61 Small plane

7/20/6 2 Light plane

2/12�3 Small plane

9/9�3 Ught plane

2/1 5/64 Twin engine plane

9/B/64 Twin engine Piper

3/20/65 Cessna 170B

8/4�5 Mong aport plane

3/17/66 Twin engine Piper

12/1 9/66 Light plane

12/t 9/66 Cessna 172

1/14/67 Plane

5/21 �9 Beech 35

6/1 7/Bg Piper PA-26

11�/69 Twin turbojet

4/4/70 Beech 36

6/1 2/71 Cessna 180

7/21/72 Twin Piper PA-31

7/21/72 Piper plane

11/30/72 Beech Expedltor

12/4/72 Cessna 320

1 2�/72 Plane

12/15/72 Lmr jet

Location at Time of Disappearance

Lake Superior, near Teggan Lake, Ontario

Lake St. Clair

Over Lake Michigan, Just south of Milwaukee

~e Ontario

Lake Michfgan, just off Chicago

Wisconsin, just west of Lake Michigan

Over western end of Lake Erie, between
Alliance, Ohio and Detroit, Michigan

Over Niagara Falls

Western Basin, Lake Erie, between Detroit,
lAichigan and Akron, Ohio

Markham, illinois

Lake Huron, between Wiarton, Ontario and
Alpena. Michigan

Over water between Clevefand, Ohio and
Erie, Pennsylvania

Lake Erie, near Ashtabula

Northwest shore ol Lake Michigan, near
Merernlnee, Michigan

Lake Michigan, Just north of Chicago

Lake Mkhigan, 15 miles east of Milwaukee

Lake Michigan, near Gary, indiana

10 miles north of Whitmore Lake, Michigan

Lake Michigan, 15 miles east of Milwaukee

Lake Michigan, just off Milwaukee





ACTIVITY I: HOW CAN OISAPPEARANCES WITHIN THE TRIANGLE BE EXPLAlNED?

5. Is it possible that there are features on lake
and ocean bottoms that mariners don't know
about i

KeywiinlL station iriodef, scale modal draft, center or gravity,
roI, p'tch, coriroie tnes. oetnymeiiic, echo ~.

6. What are the "Three Sisters' in the mariner' s

language?
Navigational chart of eastern Lake Superior, card-

board tubes; plastic beads or aquarium gravel; outline
maps of Lake Superior; weather data for November
10, 1975; pencil or pen; blank transparency; washable
markers; tape,

7. Consider the Edmund Fitzgerald as an ex-
ample of a Great Lakes Triangle disaster. Are
there natural forces that could explain the
sinking~ What are some possible
explanation s?

8. Considering the storm, the water depth and
temperature, and what possibly happened to
the Fitzgerald why do you think the bodies
of the crewmen were never found?

You will be assigned to investigate and produce
examples of one or all of the following topics.

1. Great Lakes bulk carrier design

2. Tracking a severe lake storm

3. Lake bottom characteristics

TOPIC 1

GREAT LAKES BULK CARRIER DESIGN

INTRODUCTIONAll the materials ~ceded for your assignme~t are
included in this booklet If you have been assigned
Topic I, use pages 4-5 For Topic 2, use pages
6-10, and for Topic 3, use pages11-12.

These numbers refer to pages In the ~ Guide,

1. Could ship design be responsible for the toss
of some vessels in the Triangle area?

2, How bad is a severe storm on the Great
I akes?
a. Wind speeds?
b. Wave heights?
c. Duration  how long the storm lasts!?
d. Visibility?

3. What kinds of areas in ~s and oceans may
be safer when a storm is'in progress?

4. How are bathymetric measurements made?

After your investigations have been completed your
teacher wiN conduct a class discussion Findings from
all three topics will be brought together. The discus.
sion will help you answer the questions below. It may
be helpful to read the questions before you begin
work, but do not try to answer them until all the
investigatens have been completed.

The Edmund Fitzgerald sank in the Great Lakes
Triangle area on November 10, 1975. The Coast
Guard and the National Transportation Safety Board
both decided that the wreck was caused by a hatch
cover which lcl wafer enter fhe hold, If you examine
the general shape and parts of the Fitzgerald, you
may be able to point out to your classmates some
ways that ship design could have been at least a
partial cause of the sinking

The ships that carry iron ore  taconite pellets! on
the Great Lakes are designed to haul huge loads with
very little draft. Draft is the depth of water necessary
to float a vessel lf a ship "draws"  has a draft of!
30 feet, it can only go in water that is more than 30
feet deep. Because of underwater rocks and the need
fo Qo through locks from one lake lo another, most
lake vessels draw 25 feet or less when fully loaded.
This means that a large load must be spread out in
a "thin layer." If a ship is designed for use on one
lake only, it can have a larger draft because it doesn' t
have to go through any locks,



PROCEDURE

Stern

Bo

A bulk carrier is a ship that carries a large amount
of unpackaged material like grain or minerals. Great
Lakes bulk carriers are usually about ten times as
long as they are wide, and about half as deep as
they are wide. The Edmund Fifzgerafd was the biggest
ore carrier on the lakes when she entered service in
f958. The Fitzgerald was 727 feet long, 75 feet wide,
and drew 25 feet of water.

MATERIALS: Cardboard tube at least 45 cm long;
tape; small plastic beads or aquarium gravel; marking
pen.

A scale model is a small version of anything, with
all sizes cut down by the same proportion. Architects,
car designers and such make scale models to see
how a product is going to look before they invest in
the real thing. The model of an 80 x 60 foot house
might be 80 x 60 inches, or 8 x 6 inches, or 4 x 3
inches. For each of the model sizes given, the original
measurements have both been divided by a certain
number.

1. Build a scale model of the Edmund Ffhyerafd
using the dimensions given in paragraph 1
above. Use a cardboard tube which you
flatten on one side to form the deck. Draw
hatch covers on the deck and outline the
positions of other deck structures.

2. Seal one end of the "hull" with tape and
pour small plastic beads or aquarium gravel
into the hold until it is about 3!4 full. Seal
the open end so that none of the "ore" can
get out.

This simulates the cargo of an ore carrier like
the Fitzgerald. The hold of the ship is not
really a single open chamber. It has dividers
or "bulkheads" to separate one section from
another. The Fitzgerald had three cornpart-
ments for cargo inside its hold. Ore pellets
were loaded through the hatches on deck.

3. Experiment with your model to find the an-
swers to the following questions:

A. Balance the model on the side of a pencil.
What do you have to do to find the bal-
ancing point !?

B. Suppose the ore is loaded and the ship
is balanced for its trip across the lake. A
storm comes up Wind and high waves
cause the ship to roll  rock from side to
side! and gitch  rock from end to end!.
Which motion, roll or pitch, is more likely
to shift the cargo out of balance?

C, Waves break over the ship one after an-
other. The water from one wave doesn' t
even clear the deck before more water
piles on. How could this affect the ship' s
balance?

D. A hatchway caves in or comes unsealed,
letting water enter the hold. How could
this affect the ship's balance?

E. A series of waves raises up the stern and
rolis ~nder the ship toward the bow. If the
cargo shifted strongly toward the bow,
what could happen to the ship?

F. The Fitzgerald was 727 feet long. She
sank in 530 feet of water. What could
happen to the ship if it suddenly took a
nosedive to the bottom~

4, Prepare to explain to the class how the ship
design could be at least partly responsible
for the loss of some vessels.

5. Share with the class the meaning of these
terms: draft, scale model, hull, bulkheads,
center of gravity, pitch, and roll.



TOPfC 2

STORM TRACKfNG

fMTIKIQVI~ AON
PROCEDURE

Figtjre 3. Method for showing wind direction. Circle
is placed at location of station, and bar
points to where wind is coming from.

10

Weather conditions on the water can sometimes
create freak accidents that appear to be more su-
pematural than natural. Sightings of "ghost ships,"
sea monsters and the like often occur during periods
of unusual weather. Natural forces and a good imag-
ination are probably responsible for many of the
"unexplained" phenomena of the Great Lakes and
Bermuda Triangles.

The mariners of the world's oceans and the Great
Lakes are always watchful of the weather. Their lives
depend on how prepared they are for conditions on
the water, Regardless of their preparedness, however,
accidents happen. A storm may build up far more
strength than weather predictions forecast, and the
tremendous force of a raging sea may be more than
a ship can take. Such an accident occurred on No-
vember t0, 1975, with the sinking of the ore freighter
Edmund Fi tzgevafd.

MATERIALS: Transparencies of Lake Superior, wax
pencils or washable markers, overhead projector.

Every six hours, at 1 and 7 p.m. and 1 and 7 a.m.
Eastern Standard Time, observers all over the world
report weather conditions at their location. Wind speed
and direction are noted. precipitation for the previous
six hours is measured. Temperature, visibility and any
other weather conditions are also recorded. The in-
forrnation is then put into an international code, sent
to collection centers within each country, and ex-
changed internationally. !n this country, the information
is collected and analyzed by the U.S. Weather Bureau.

At the centers receiving the coded weather infor-
mation, weather maps are prepared. The messages
are decoded and the conditions reported are trans-
lated into figures and symbols These are grouped
around a small circle drawn on a map at the position
of the station reporting the information. The circle on
the map, with the figures and symbols describing the
weather conditions at that location is called a station
model. The method of construction of a station model
and an interpretation of its information are shown in
Figures 3-5.



$7 8-12 12-17 18.22 23.27 ~ X%7Cafa 1-2

48-52 M%7 %42 4347 it8-72 W77 103-107

Figure 4. Symbols used to indicate wind speed  in
knots!

g Qw  8
sr' 8

iJA a'~ I> +7

1, Force of wind = 25 knots
2. Wind direction: from northwest
3. Visibility 2-4 miles
4. Thunderstorm in progress
5. Waves

F/gure 5. Interpretation of a Station hllodel.

You are to examine and report data  information!
on weather conditions during the storm that caused
the Fi fzgerald's sinking.

Figures 6 and 7 show the weather data for f and 7
a.m.  Eastern Standard Time! on November 10, 1975,
The abbreviations used stand for ships that reported
in as weather stations. This information was taken
from the actual transcripts of hearings following the
sinking of the Fitzgerald. Look carefully at Figures 6
and 7. Notice how the low pressure center is moving
and where the Fitzgerald is at each time.

From your teacher get transparencies of Lake Su-
perior numbered 3-4 and record on them the following
information as was done for you in Figures 6 and 7.

A. Date and time  plot a new map for each
different time!.

B. Wind, wave, precipitation and visibility data
for the stations listed.  Some stations are on
land; others are reports from ships at the
positions given.! The information to be plotted
is in Table t



Oate: 11/10/75

Time: 01ME

Location

SWN
WEl
BEE

40 NE
30 NE
30 SE

10+
1

Rgtsre 6. Weather data from 1 a.rn., November 10,
1975
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Anderson  AND!
Fitzgerald  FTZ!
Duluth
Apostle isis
Thunder Bay
BRE
CLK

Wind Wave

Speed Height Visibility
knots Direction  t et! Preci itation miles

32 NE 10 Rain 5-9
52 NNE 10 Meavy rain 2-4
15 N
30 NNE
10 NE 5-9
38 NE
42 ENE 10+

8
7 Rain
5
7 Clouds

forming
7 Moderate rain

10 Squalls
Fog



Date: 11/10/75

Time: 0700E

Wind Wave
Speed Height Visibility
 knots! 0~rection  feet! Precipitation  miles!Location

Figure 7. Weather data from 7 a.m., November 10,
1975

13

FTZ
Apos tie Isla.
SW of Isle Hoyale
Copper Harbor
ALG
CLK
SWN
WEI
Whitefish Point

35 NE
30 WNW
45 NW
20 ESE
20 SE
26 SE
25 S
35 SE
30 SE
gust 39

10 Moderate rain 24
8

I9
6
3 Intermit. rain
7 TSTM

Aain
10 Lightning



Location

Map 3
Date 1 1/10/75
Time: 1300E

AND 20 SE 10-2410 Clouds

forming
Duluth
Silver Bay 10-24

53
60
25
44
40
4t

1/2

10-24

5-9

Ntap 4
Date: 11/10/75
Time: 1900E

Duluth
Copper Harbor
Grand Marais
ARM

'IO
40
55
25 10+

NE of Isle Royale 40
off Marathon 25
FTZ  sank! 49 10+

Fiotle 8. Courses steered by the Arthur M. Anderson
and the Edmund Fitzgerald on the night of
November fO, 1975.
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Table 1
Weather Data for Maps 3 and 4  transparencies!

Wind Wave
Speed Height Visibility
 knots! Direction  feet! Precipitation  iniles!

25 NW
20 NW 5 Clds.

dissolving
SW of Isle Royale 40 WNW 10
BEE 49 NW 7 Moderate

snow
TAD NW 15 Heavy snow
Copper Harbor WNW 6
Slate Island NNW 7
SIM W 7
Caribou Island W 6
CLK S 13 Moderate

TSTM
Whitefish Point 20 SW 15 Light snow

WNW
NW 10
W 13
NW 6 Clds.

dissolving
NW 5
NW 5
NW 16 Drizzle &

snow

Answer the following questions based on your maps:

1. In what direction was the storm moving?  Note
the movement of the low pressure center.!

2. Do the winds around a low pressure center
blow clockwise or counter-clockwise?
Toward or away from the center?
Are wind speeds greater or less as they get
closer to the low pressure center?

3. On weather maps 1-4, check the station models
for coastal weather and mid-lake weather. Which
areas, coastal or mid-lake, had higher wind and
waves?

4. Which areas had higher wind and waves, island
areas or mid-lake areas?

5. Which side of the lake, Canadian or U.S�had
more severe weather conditions?

6 The map below shows the courses taken by
the F/tzgera!d and a following ship, the
Anderson

Was this the best possibfe course in view of
the weather conditions?

7. Plot a recommended course for the Fitzgerald
on a third transparency. You will want to con-
sider the storm's path, the wave heights areal
wind speeds along the way. Be prepared to
defend your choices for the rest of the class.



PROCEDURE
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TOPIC 3

LAKE BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

How deep is the water? Every mariner must be aware
of water depth in order to know if his vessel wilt float
without bumping the bottom

Exploring water depths began with crude lead-
weighted ropes on wires lowered from ships. Knots or
marks on these ~sounding ' lines were recorded as depth
measurements. "Mark twain," for example, meant that
the water came up to the second mark on the line and
was two fathoms  about 4 meters! deep.

In World War I the echo sounder was developed. A
sound sent out from an instrument aboard a ship bounces
off the sea floor or lake bottom. When the echo returns
to the ship, depth is calculated. Sound waves travel
through water at a speed of 5,000 feet per second. If
the sound takes one second to reach the bottom, its
echo takes one second to return and the water is 5,000
feet deep. Using the results of echo sounding, scientists

and "metric" means measured.! Such a chart shows
the characteristics of the sea ffoor or lake bottom.

Figure 9. A ship using an echo sounder

MATERIALS: Nautical chart of eastern Lake Superior
 St. Mary's to Au Sable Point!, transparent sheet, wax
pencil or washable marker.

A contour line is a line connecting points of equal

tours in the following way.

f. The numbers on the nautical chart on your
worksheet are the soundings at various loca-
tions in a small lake. The larger the numbers
are, the deeper the water. The zeroes indicate
shoreline areas, where the water depth be-
comes zero. All the zeroes around the edge of
the map have been connected to show the
shape of the lake.

Are there other zeroes besides the lakeshore
ones? What kind of a feature has been drawn
at Point A?

2, Now find a line that roughly shows where the
water is 50 feet deep.  Mariners do not use the
metric system yet.! The line goes between the
numbers greater than 50 and the numbers less
than 50. Contour lines do not end unless they
go off the edge of the map, so the ends of the
50 foot line are connected.

There are two 50-foot bathymetric contours for
this map, One surrounds the feature at A and
another is around the inside of the entire lake.
8e sure you understand why these lines were
drawn where they are,

3. Put a Y on a part of the lake that has some
very shallow areas close to the 50-foot line,
This is a place where there is a rocky area or
a shoal underwater. Sailors would have to be
very careful not to bump their boats into this.

4. Draw a 100-foot contour line in the lake. Put
an X on the deepest point in the lake.

Practice Map. Soundings in a Small Lake



Teacher,

Teacher,

Teem 2:

Team i:

Teacher,
Team 2:

5. On the large map showing the eastern end of
Lake Superior, place a transparent sheet so
that its short bottom edge is on the line labeled
46250' and the Iong left hand edge is on the
8520' line of longitude. Trace the shoreline onto
your paper.

6. In the area covered by the tracing paper, draw
50-foot bathymetric contours. Be sure to look
around for the depths far out in the water that
may need to be enclosed in such lines.

7, Also draw a 75-foot contour. Your map should
now show places of shallow water that are
surrounded by very deep water.

8. Label the town of Copperrnine Point on your
transparency. Qn November 10, 1975, the Ed-
mund Fifzgerald sank off Copperrnine Point in
530 feet of water. The ship was coming from
the northwest. Put an X on the place where
the sinking probably occurred.

9. The Fitzgerald's hull was 37 feet deep. In a
storm with large waves the hull might dip down
to a depth of about 50 feet. Locate areas where
hidden shoals might be  depths of 50 feet or
less, and areas where few depth measure-
ments have been made!. Be prepared to show
the class the areas where the Fitzgerald shoulcf
have struck bottom.

The following sequence is recommended for bnnging out
the major points  topics are addressed as if they were done
by separate teains!:

We have noted that inany ships and planes have disepipesred
in the Geat Lakes area. Does this indicate that some uhusual
fOrOSS are at work in the ares, causing vessels and peOple tO
vanish into thin air, or could natural causes explain the losses?
 NO pause for answer.! Let's examine some things that might
cause a ship to sink in the Great Lakes. Team f, show us
how a Great Lakes bulk carrier is built and loaded.

Presents a model of the Ftzgerafd. Be sure they expLain what
a scale model is and tell what is meant by draft of s ship.

When you experimented with your inodel, Team 1, show us
what you discovered about the bafsnce of such a ship.

Tells what was done with the model and how they answered
questions A to F.

A. Cargo must be positioned exactly right to balance the
sfvp.

B Pitoh Will Shift the Cargo Out Of balailoe mere.

C. Waves pile up water on deck and weigtit the ship down
more.  They could also cause it to have a greater draft
temporarily, so it could strike an obstacle underwater.!

D. Water sloshes as the ship rolls and pitches. The water
makes cargo shifting even more likely.

E The ship could dive to the bottom

F. It could snap into pieces or the front part could be buried
in the lake bottom.

 Show picture of Fifzgerafd wreck, Figure TG i,! Could this
have happened in the way you desaibed?  Answer ~
on Team i's previous answers.! If E and F were correct,
answers here should be "yes."

Team 2 has mvestigated the weather conditions on the day
the Fi tzgerakf sank. Team 2, please explain when and how a
station is constructed

Teem 2:

Gives the requested information from Student Gukfe.

Teacher.

What was the weather like On NOveinber 10, ig75~

Team 2:

Shows Figures 6 and 7, then two transparencies, pointing out
the general direction in which the storm was moving  toward
the northeast, as shown by maps 14!. Figures TG 2 and 3
show correct station models for Maps 3 and 4.

When a low pressure center is on the map, it generally means
unsettled weather. How do winds blow around a low pressure
center?

Gives answer to question 2.  Counter-dockwise fkxiv toward
the center, with stronger winds near the center !

On your transparencies, show us what types of areas have
higher winds snd waves.

Gives answers to questions 3-6 and shows tran~
see4om to illustrate:

Higher in coastal areas than mid-lake  Map i, Figure 6!

Mid-lake snd islands about the seine  Map i!

Canatkan snd U.S. sides about the same  Map 3!



Teacher.

Team 2, do you think the Fitzgerald chose the safest route,
or could you plot a safer one?

Team 2:

Shows the transparency with the Fitzgerafdroute and explains
the reasons for choosing the route. General discussion of
Team 2's choice. There are no correct answers.

Teacher.

Team 3 has information about the bottom of Lake Supenor
and how the undertow features could Cause shipS to wreck.
Team 3, how do we know what's on the floor of a lake or
ocean?

Teem 3:

Responds according to the introduction to its activity. Shows
map done as practice.  See Figure TG 4.!

Let's look at the area where the Fitzgerald sank. Tears 3,
what do the bathymetric contours tell us about the lake bottom
in this area?

Team 3i

Shows tracing of contours and points out shallow areas.
 Figure TG 5.!

Tells about the "Three Sisters" waves described in articfe on
pages 00 la fourth explanation of what might have happened!.

At this point the teacher should pull together the informaton
from all teams and emphasize the following:

t. A combination of natural forces and possible human enor
could account for the sinking of the Fitzgeraid.

2. h/lany disappearances within the lakes triangle are in
heavy traffic areas  narrow stretches of water, busy
airports, etc.! Compare this with the accident rate on
the busiest street in your community and the accxfent
rate on a little-travelled route.

There is probably no single explanation for afl the acci-
dents in the Great Lakes triangle, but it is likely that
logical reasons for the losses could be found.

4. This investigaten has been a piece of scientific detective
work � the putting together of pieces of information to
reaCh a lcgioai COnofuSiun.

Rgure TG1, The Edmund Fifzgerafd as it appears on the bottom of
Lake Superior.  Artist's conception based on Coast Guard data,
Northern New England Marine Education Project, 1978.!
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ACTIVITY C: WHAT HAPPENED ABOARD THE EDMUND FITZGERALD?

ei1976 MODSE MUSIC LTD
All Rights Reserved
Used by Permission ot
WARNER BROS MUSIC

PflOCE DURE

A. the singer's voice.

B. the tempo  how fast the song is!.
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On November 10, f975, the Great Lakes ore
carrier Edmund Fitzgerald sank in the area of the
Great Lakes Triangle. Though its wreckage was
found, no rnernbers of the ship's crew were ever
recovered. The sinking thus became not only a
new piece of the triangle's mystery; it became a
human story as well.

Strong emotions are often expressed more ef-
fectively through an artistic creation than through
spoken words. A violent painting or a loyful dance
can communicate feelings that anyone can un-
derstand. The deep sorrow felt in the lakes country
when the Edmund Fitzgerald sank was expressed
in a haunting ballad by a Canadian singer, Gordon
Lightfoot.

IIIIATERIALS: Recording of Gordon Lighffoot's
"The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald," words to
that song, pencil or pen.

THE WRECK OF THE EOMLlNO FITZQERALO

The legend l~ves on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they call "Gitche Gumee."

The lake, it is said, never gives up her dead
when the skies of November turn gloomy.

With a load of iron ore twenty-six thousand tons more
than the Edmund Fitzgerald weighed empty,

fhat good ship and true was a bone to be chewed
when the "Gales of November" came early.

The ship was the pride of the American side
corning back from some mill in Wisconsin.

As the big freighters go it was bigger than most
with a crew and good captain well seasoned,

Concluding some terms with a couple of steel firms
when they left fully loaded for Cleveland.

And later that night when the ship's bell rang
could it be the north wind they'd been feelin'?

The wind in the wires made a tattle-tate sound
and a wave broke over the railing.

And ev'ry man knew as the captain did too
'twas the witch of November come stealin'.

The dawn carne late and the breakfast had to wait
when the Gales of November carne slashin'.

When afternoon came it was freezin' rain
in the face of a hurricane west wind.

When suppertime came the old cook came on deck
sayin', "Fellas, it's too rough t' feed ya,"

At 7 p.m. a main hatchway caved in;
he said, "Fellas, it's been good t' know ya."

The captain wired in he had water cornin' in
and the good shtp and crew was in peril.

And later that night when 'is lights went outta sight
came the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald.

Does anyone know where the love of God goes
when the words turn the minutes to hours?

The searchers all say they'd have made Whitefish Bay
if they'd put hfteen more miles behind 'er.

They might have split up or they might have capsized;
they may have broke deep and took water.

And all that remains is the faces and the names
of the wives and the sons and the daughters.

Lake Huron rolls, Superior sings
in the rooms of her ice water mansion.

Old Michigan steams like a young man's dreams;
the islands and bays are for sportsmen.

And farther below Lake Ontario
takes in what Lake Erie can send her,

And the iron boats go as the mariners all know
with the Gales of November remembered.

ln a musty old hall in Detroit they prayed,
in the "Maritime Sailors' Cathedral."

The church bel! chimed 'til it rang twenty-nine times
for each man on the Edmund Fitzgerald

The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they call "Gitche Gumee."

"Superior," they said, "never gives up her dead
when the Gales of November come early!"

t. Listen to the recording. How does it make
you feel?

For each of the following things about the song,
tell how it helps to produce this general feeling:
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C. the instrument being played.

D. sounds in the background.

E, the words  list words or phrases that help create
the feeiing.

Some people have survived "close encounters"
with the Bermuda Triangle, others have not. The fast
messages from ships and planes that have disap-
peared are examined in Berlitz's book, ~igi~5
T~ra, a follow-up to The Bermuda Triangle. The book
also includes the testimony of witnesses and survivors.
It serves to enlarge the mystery of the Triangle as it
searches for the natural or supernatural causes for
happenings there.

As you read these accounts, search for ways to
explain the happenings naturally Both Berlitz's and
Gourley's books imply that forces from outer space

2. Imagine that you are aboard the Fitzgerald on the
night of the storm. The darkness and the cold rain
are uncomfortable, but until now no one has
doubted that you will reach your destination.

The song reports that "at 7 p.m a main hatchway
caved in." Write a one-page description of what
you might have witnessed aboard the ship as lt
sank. This can be done as if you are recording
events in a diary or writing a last letter to a friend.
Since you have probably decided for yourself what
must have happened that night, this is a way of
providing the world with an "eyewitness" account
of the events.

Bertita, Chanes. The 8ermuda Trrarrgte. Hew York: Doubleday arid
Company, 1974.

Berlitz, Chartes. Withovt a Trace. New York: Ballaritina Books, 1977.

are responsible for triangle disappearances. Though
this idea is an interesting one, most scientists woufd
telf us that science fact is stranger than science
fiction, It is very likely that some natural factors such
as those you investigated in this activity have been
responsible for disappearances in both the Great
Lakes and Bermuda Tnangles,

There are more things in heaven and earth..
than are dreamt of in our philosophy.

Shakespeare



A FINAL NOTE

As this activity was being prepared, another inci-
dent was added to the Great Lakes Triangle mystery
This incident did not result in the loss of the plane
or any lives, but it is the type of accident that makes
people believe that unnatural things are happening
in the Triangle. Try to figure out what natural forces
might have caused this near-disaster

Columbus Dispatch FRI, APRIL 6, 1979

Survival Of Supersonic Dive
Called Miracle

TWO TAPES, ONE recording cockpit conversa-
tions and one recordmg radio conversations «rith the
ground, were sent for study to the National
Transportation Safety Board in Washington.

Chuck Foster, associate administrator of the FAA
for aviation standards, said the plane was flying
about 500 mph before the trouble hit. but in the dive
apparently exceeded 650 mph � ' above the speed of
sound at that altitude end temperature.

"I' ve been told that the airspeed indicator was
pegged all the way over to the edge," Foster said. "If
that proves to be the case, it «rill be the first tune in
FAA history that an airplane  not designed for it! had
exceeded those speeds and survived."

DKTROFF <APl � The 80 passengers aboard the
TWA flight from New York to lHinneapotts had just
eaten a midair snack when they felt the craft begin to
vibrate,

Suddenly, the plane swerved to the r ight,
completed a 360-degrce barrel roll and nose<ived
from 30,000 to I2.000 feet � five mges � in a matter
of seconds at a speed apparentiy exceedtng that of
sound.

"YOU COULD FEEL your face pressed back and
the blood rush to your head," said CheB Roberts, 22, a-
University of Utah student who was aboard,
"Everyone was screaming. I thought it was over."

"We were just through eating when it happened
... people started to scream and a flight attendant
started to cry," he said. "It's really s funny feeling to
see «hat everybody does before they think they are
going to die."

But nobody died Wednesday night, Only three
people aboard suffered minor injuries.

FEDERAL AVIATION Administration  FAA!
inspectors said it was "miraculous' and "unprece-
dented" that the Boeing 727 jetliner survived such
midair trauma before being brought under control in
a desperation maneuver. Langhorne Bond, head of
the FAA, commended the pilot. identified only as H.
Gibson of Chicago.

"I can't think of any other incident «rhere a
 commercial, passenger! plane has done a complete
360-degree roitover and survived," Bond said Thurs-
day "The miracle n that it held together under such
extraordinary speed and circumstances."

Preliminary evidence, Bond said, indicated that
the flight was "very rbutine in clear weather" when
the plane "began to vibrate, went out of cruise
control, roBed to the right, did a complete turnover
and dived to the ground."

"WE DON'T KNOW what caused it at this time,"
Bond said.

At that point, the pilot tried to slow the descent
by deploying devices on the plane designed to
increase drag. But the wing flaps, spoilers and
leadingedge slats proved ineffective at the speed the
plane wss traveling and were tom off,

The pilot then'lowered the landing gear.
"lt is clear that that ls the event that allowed the

crew to regain control of the ptatu.'," Bond said.

"TIIERE IS NOTHING in the manual to teII you
what to do," he said, commending the pilot.

Bond snd other FAA officials flew in from
Washington to survey the damaged craft at Detroit
Metropolitan Airport, The plane, with a seven-
member crew, made an emergency landing at 10:30
p.m Wednesday.

Propped up by jacks, the plane sat on an airport
side runway as mechanics, FAA officials and
reporters examined the damage, Flaps on the right
wing were ripped of! during the descent. Pieces of
metal hung from that wing and from the fuselage
around the landing gear doors on both sides, Inside
the airliner, newspapers and magazines were strewn
on the floor. A large sack of used airsickness bags
stood tn the aisle.



EVALtf ATt0N ITHaS

1. The Great Lakes Triangle

a. Induces all of the Great Lakes and some surrounding areas.
b. is smaller than the Bermuda Triangle.
c. has rrere unexplained disappearances than the Bermuda

Triangle.
d, ail of the above.

2. The draft of a Ship is the

a. amount of water it displaces.
b. depth of its cargo.
c. number of tons of cargo it can carry.
'd. depth of water it needs to float.

3, The "three sisters" are

a. three freighters that sank together in Lake Superior in 1975.
'b, a series of three waves that are higher than average.
c. three lighthouses on the shore of Lake Michigan.
d. Buffalo, Detroit, and Chicago.

4. Which statement is true concerning Great Lakes bulk carrier
design?

a. Aa freighterS are rnOre than 300 feet bng.
b. Most ~ have a draft in a small, concentrated area.
c. Cargo holds keep cargo in a small, concentrated area.
d. The freighter is often about 920 times longer than it is wide.

5. What factor s! coukl throw a ship out of balance?

a, A hatchway caves in, istting water into the hold.
b. The ship pitches and rolls, causing the causing the cargo to

move around.
c. A series of waves suddenly hits the ship.
d. AII of the above.

6. In the Great Lakes area the winds around a krw pressure oanter
blow

a. toward the center and clockwise.
'b. toward th4 center and counterclockwise.
c. away from the center and dcckwise.
d away from the center snd counterclockwise.

T. The depth of a take is determined using

a. scuba divers.
b. echo !icundlng.
c. ~ rope.
d. light waves,

8. What is the mood of the song The I4rrerfr of fhs Edmund F~

a, Happy
b. Hopeful
'c. ~I
d. Frighfful
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II@A VILV LADElu
She was laden with $0 mglion pounds of iron ore pellets. This

additional IO million pounds of water for R seconds, and a travel
distattce of only $0 feet. caused the entire plane of the ship to
depress from horizontal to from 5 to tS degrees below horizontal.
At this point, her decks were under or almost under the surface,
Because her bow anti sides were perpendicular to the water, her
buoyaocydisptacement feeler became decreased to a point
where inertia prevailed and ahe continued her course to the
bottom,

With the terrific weight, speed and the forward force of the
propeller, it is doubtful if the angle of descent would have in-
creased much during lhe relatively short distance of 300 feet to
the bottom. This angle would increase somewhat as the ship
descended. because water pressure increases wfth depth. When
the bow plowed into the clay bottom of the lake, the stern aecUon
would have been close enough to surface to permit time and
~ pace for the stern section to capsize after she snapped.

Were we to believe the findings of the Coast Guard board of
0nqutry, whereby she sunk because of seepage through the
hatches, she would tike!y have seeped water through hatches
beth forward and sfl, and would have settled to the bottom on a
horizontal plane. and the aft section wouldnot have had space or
time lo be upside down.
%BY IT IIAI PENED
We have dealt with how this tragedy occurred. now let us

consider why it happened, how it could have been prevented and
what lessons it can teach people who put out to sea in boats.
The Edmund Fitzgerald lies on the botom of Lake Superior

today, with it's fuB crew of 29 men trapped inside her, because
the captain did not realize he was in danger. Prior lo this
tragedy, the Great Lakes ships hod become so large, so well
constructed, so fast and so compietety equipped. that the cap-
tains thought they cere unatnkahk.
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t ontloued fram yage I!

Importantly, nate otso that it had become necessary la change
g Crisp point shot tly before the trag

Conlnp ntly, tbc ship was traveling almost directly before the

Oa Lake Superior. in November in deep water when the wind
is blowing al 70 mph, the seas travel at approximately 25 mph
and are spaced between ion and l50 feet apart. We know that her
decks had been awash previously. When the captain changed
course, it enabled the three big seas to sweep up the full length of
her decks, and the back-wash from the first sea was met by the
~ acond, and the backwash from both were met by the third.
Since lhe seas were traveling almost twice as fast aa lhe ship,
this pertnittcd a tremendous fiuid weight lo remain on the
forward section.
The actual time bspse from the time the first big sea hit aft of

the pilot house unUI the third one hit would have been ap-
prozlmatety te seconds. Because of her great width. these three
seas would have remained on her forward deck for ap-
proÃt mately 20 seconds.

The ship was 720 feet Iong and had an 0tNoot beam. The area
of the forward X5 feet of the ship would be 28,000 square feet. If
those three big seas massed en thi ~ section of the ship for 20
~ econds, the adding water weight would be 10 million pounds at
an average depth of six feet. During this tfme the ship would
have moved forward approximately 00 feeL

Had the captain realized'thc storm could sink hisshtp, he
could have gained sttcttcr on the south side of htichttoceten
Island or, later in the day. sought shelter under the north shore,
on thc Canadian side of the lake.

Hod he known the ship could sink, he could have reducedlda
speed or utilized thc old sailboat tactic of "tacking" before lhe
w ind. lied his speed been half, that massive body of water «euM
have dissipated twice as fast.

Those of us who operate ships, regardless of size, should have
learned many things as the result of this tragedy in which Laky
Superior was able to swallow a ship of the magnitude of the
Fitzgerald. Books have been written, and probably should be
revised because of the tremendous number of relatively staaQ
pleasure craft, on water safety,

The cardinal lesson to bc learned from the Fitzgerald tragedy
is that one should never underestimate the ferocity and power of
Lake Superior. Conversly, nevet nverestirnate the capabiiths
of your craft. A good operator does not get caught in a storm
greater than the capabilities of his boat. However, If it doss
happen, common sense shauld pr'avail.

Any ship will survive a storm much better if the speed ls
reduced. If the situatian gets lo a paint vrhere shelter cannot be
reached, any ship will weather a storm much better if she is beM
into the wind, with just enough propulsion to maintain

. steerageway.
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Fitzgerald IIit Reef,
Latest Report Says

� THERE WhS NO REPORT af
hatch damage ra hatches opentnft.

The paper was written by Paul E.
frimble, a retired Coast Guard ad-
miral who h association president.

-IT IS QUESTIONABLE that water
ln the cargo hold wouM have resulted
in a ttst «nce it would not nave been
restricted to one side of the vcsseL

Trimble said the Fltsgeraid
"labored in heavy, quartering seas tor
over three boars" after tbe bdtiaf
~ caused by abosbng,

U~aatar pttatographa
ge. be ~ do not support a

clatctuslon that the hatch clamp w~
nat prOIIerig Ciuaad he said

7

DULUTH, Minn.  hP! � 'f1Ie Lake
Carriers' Association says the ore car-
rier Edmund J. Fitsgerald sank after
striking a shak, or underwater reef,
nearly two years ago in storin-tossed
eashsrn tahe Superior.

The association rejected tbe theory
af Ihe U5. Coast Guard, which found
Iha't tha "most probable cause" af the
disaster was loss of buoyancy and
stability resulting from massive
tioo5ng of the cargo hold through inef-
fective hatch dosures.

The association. composed of 15
domestic bulk shipping companies
operating 13$ vessels on tbe Great
Lakes, tOed its pasition paper wednes-
day with the National Transportauon
Safety Board, ~ that it be con-
Stdered in the bOard'S deliberattona m
the case.

Trims cited IO years' expeience
with the type of hatch covers and
ctoaure clamps in use and said if they
were inemective there would have
been many watery cargoes 'to unload.

This wouM have been a "costly pro.
Mean that vessel and cargo owners

' watdd net taterate," he said.

Testimony about impraper hatch
etnaure procedures on other vessels in
ether than heavy weather conditions
"should under no cixnnnstances be
assumed to have been the case on the
titsfteraid in the weather she was es-
yerienctag," TrirnMe said.

Be cited testirnosIy before tbe board
about the Fitsgeraki's course shortly
befara it sank Nav. 16, 1975. Some ot it
was pceaented by the captain and a
mate of 0» ore carrier hrthur hnder-
saa, which was prm4}ing navigational
~ aaistance to the FitsgeraM after
radar faibtre.

WhAe ao ptat ot tbe Fttsgerakf was
snead.th ~inof th ~
~ NI said tbe Fitrgerakt was Clove to
ItxFathsm Shoal aorth of Carta
Island.

TrlanMe's oNer arguments in ap.
poslaa in tba Coast Gear4's htings
hehdsd:

2

-MINUTES after passing Sis
Fathom Shoal, the Fitzgerald reported
a list and said two tank vents had been
carried away and that two ballast
pumps were operating.

-THE CAPACfTY of the haQast
n um ps � 1I,000 g a l ion s per
minute � was adequate to handle tbe
volume of water that could entet
throogb the eight-inch diameter vents.

THERE SHOULD have been no
list, parttcuharly in !li to ig minutes,
from water tram this source.

-THE FITZGK|thLD'S report ot
listing in such a brief period,':can only
be readily explained by hohng of the
vessel's baUee tanks caused by strik-
ing Six Fathom SboaL"

� THE FKTZGKRhLB'3 MASTRIt
reporhNf the pumps «ere operating
and "we are hOlding our own" minorca
before the ship disappeared from view
aa the Anderson's radar,

� THE QUhNTITV of water needed
to smk the Fitzgerald "could not have
seeped NIraugh the hatCh COVera."

%bea buoirarn~ beam+ marginal. a
large «ava tr series ot waves coukt
have rabted tna stern, starts the
boe'S dive under water, Trinibte
theo rtsad.

He said hatch covers coaM have
bees htawn ON by compreaaed air in
the Cafga cosrIpartlYÃTIIS as Water
entered from the sides or butters. or
they caald have sprurg from the

ot taconite pellets cargo as the
vesari dove in S% feet af water.
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The Great Lakes Tria n 9 i+

by
Rosarine w. Fortner end Daniel W. >ex

I H T ROD UCTI ON les Berl itz wrote in h .
antic oft the southeast coast of the U it d $t

'om Bermuda in the north to south m Fl �d
co to about 40 degrees west longitude and th b

'"g nd almost unbelievable place in Ihe o ld'
to as the Bermuda Triangle, where rno th o0

ost of them since t 945, any where mo
single body or even a piece of wr

ships having been found.

Former aviator Jay Gourley has since written a book called The Great Lakes Trian le � 977!, which claims that
the Great Lakes account for more unexplained disappearances than the Bermuda Triangle. This is no small
comparison, considering that the Bermuda Triangle is sixteeri times larger than the Great Lakes area. Gourley

says: Because of the irregular shape of the Great Lakes, pilots � aware of the dangers within � ordinarily
circumnavigate the lakes, evert when overflying might be shorter. It is almost impossible for even the slowest
aircraft to be more than 20 minutes from land. Today's airliner can cross Lake Erie through the middle in
ten minutes. Faster aircraft cari do it in much less than four minutes. Over any point on any of the Great
Lakes it is possible for the pilot of any jet airliner to shut down all his engines and literally glide to land.
There are hundreds of ground-based, sea-based and air-based radios constantly monitoring emergency
frequencies for any sign of trou t3fe .

Aware of the curious incidents over the Great Lakes, the Federal Aviation Administration several years
ago instituted a special "Lake Reporting Service;" pilots on Great Lakes overffights make continuous reports
to ground stations A ten-minute delay in such a report automatically launches search-and-rescue operations.
This service has saved many lives that would have been lost to ordinary accidents, but the high incidence
of inexplicable disasters has remained unaffected.

OB J ECTIVE S

Wh n �ou have completed this investigation you will be ab e o:

1 . Explain what is meant by the Great Lakes a g

2. Describe how bath yrnetnc charts are con

9. Explain how weather information pp

of a Great Lakes bulk carrier.

explanations for the sinking of the Edmund Fitzgerald.



Figure t; One of the last photographs taken of the Edmund Fitzgerald.

ACTIVITY A: WHAT IS THE GREAT LAKES TRIANGLE?
MATERIALS

Map of vessel and aircraft disappearances in the
Great Lakes area, Table I from the Teacher's Guide

PROCEDURE

Figure 2 shows the last position of disappearing
ships and planes in the area of the Great Lakes
Triangle. I ook at the map symbols and their locations
to answer the questions on the next page.



Figure 2: Estimated locations of disappeais ppearances de-
scribed in Gourley's The Great Lakes
Triangle

I A re there some areas where large numbers
of losses have occurred? If so, where'  An-
swer on your worksheet !

2 Arere there logical explanations for large num.
bers of losses having occurred at these par.
ticular areas? What explanation~

3. . Do most of the losses include missing people?

Planes from which the people were never found

~ Ships from which the people were never found

Planes wilh people found

 i Ships with people found

4. Why do you think some of the planes, ships
and people have never been found?

If you are interested in teaming more about the
planes and ships in Figure 2. your teacher
a co of th I

er can post
c py o e list from which the map was madw sma e.



ACTIQITy B. HOW CAN PISAPPEARANCES WITHIN THE TRIAhlGLE BE EXPI 4INEDP

MATERIALS

Navigational chart of eastern Lake Superior; card-
board tubes, plastic beads or aquanurn gravel; outline
maps of Lake Superior, weather data for November
10. 1975; pencil or pen, blank transparency; washable
markers, tape.

7. Consider the Edmund Fitzgerald as
ample of a Great Lakes Tnangle disaste A
there natural forces that could explain th
sinking What are some pos blo pain lhe

explanations i

PROCEDURE 8. Considering the storm, the water clepth a d
temperature. and what possibly happened to
the F'fzgerafd, why do you think the bodie
of the crewmen were never found?

You will be assigned to investigate and produce
examples of one or all of the following topics.

t. Great Lakes bulk carrier design

2. Tracking a severe lake storm

3. Lake bottom characteristics

TOPIC 1

GREAT I AKES BULK CARRIER DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

AII lhe materials needed for your assignment are
included in this booklet. If you have been assigned
Topic 1. use pages ". For Topic 2, use pages **,
and for Topic 3, use pages "

1 Could ship design be responsible for the loss
of some vessels in the Triangle area?

2 How bad is a severe storm on the Great
Lakes?

a Wind speeds?
b Wave heights?
c Duration  how long the storm lasts!?
d Visibility?

3. What kinds of areas in lakes and oceans may
be safer when a storm is in progress?

4. . How are bathymetnc measurements made?

5. Is it possible that there are features on lake
and ocean bottoms that mariners don't k
about?

n' now

6. What are the "Three Sisters" in the mariner' s
language?

After your investigations have been completed your
teacher will co~duct a class discussion. Findings from
all three topics will be brought together, The discus-
sion will help you answer the questions below. !t may
be helpful to read the questions before you begin
work, but do not try to answer them until all the
~nvestigations have been completed.

The Edmuncf Fifzgerafd sank in the Great Lakes
Triangle area on November 10, 1975. The Coast
Guard and the National Transportation Safety Board
both decided that the wreck was caused by a hatch
cover which let water enter the hold. If you examine
the general shape and parts of the Fitzgerald, you
may be able to point out to your classmates some
ways that ship design could have been at least a
partial cause of the sinking

The ships that carry iron ore  taconite pellets! on
the Great Lakes are designed to haul huge loads with
very little draft. Draft is the depth of water necessarY
to float a vessel. If a ship "draws"  has a drat«f!
30 feet, it can only go in water that is more th» 3O
feet deep. Because of underwater rocks and the need
to go through locks from one lake to another, most
lake vessels draw 25 feet or less when fully loaded
This means that a large load must be spread out in
a "thin layer." If a ship is designed for use on one
lake only, it can have a larger draft because it doesn I
have to go through any locks



PROCEDURE

Sternffatch

Cnvr i s

A hiilk c. trrier is,< ship thai i aiiies a large amount
of iinpaCkaged inaterial tiki' grain Or rnineralS Great
Lakes biilk carriers are iisiially aboiif teri limes as
long aS theV are: wide, «rid ahaiit half aS deep aS
they are wide The Edrnunrt f ir. gei,ilct waS the biggeSt
Ore Carrier On the lakes when She entered Servioe in
195iB The Fif. g< raid was 727 lent long, 75 feet wide,
arid drew 5 feet of wati.i

fiifIATER!ALS: Cardttoard tube at least 45 cm Iong,
tape, small plastic beads or aquarium gravel, marking
pen

A scale model is a small version of anything, with
all sizes cut down by the same proportion Architects,
car designers and such make scale models to see
how a product is going to look before they invest in
the real thing The model ol an 80 x 60 fool house
might be 80 x 60 inches, or 8 x 6 inches, or 4 x 3
inches For each of the model sizes given, the original
measurements have both been divided by a certain
number

t Build a scale model of the Edmund Fitzgerald
uSing the CfimenSianS given in paragraph 3
on page ' Use a cardboard tube which you
flatten on one side to form the deck Draw
hatch covers on the deck and outline the
positions of other deck structures

2 Seal one end of the "hull" with tape and
pour small plastic beads or aquarium gravel
into the hold until it is about 3/4 full Seal
the open end so that none of the "ore" can
get out

This simulates the cargo of an ore carrier like
the Fitzgerald The hold of the ship is not
really a single open chamber It has dividers
or ' bulkheads" to separate one section from
another. The Fitzgerald had three compar .
menls for cargo inside ils hold Ore pellets
were loaded through the hatches on deck

3 Experiment with your mode! to find the an-
swers to the following questions

A Balance the model on the side of a pencil
What do yau have to do to find the bal
ancing point  center of ravit !?

B Suppose the ore is toacfed and the ship
is balanced for its tnp across the lake A
storm comes up. Wind and high waves
cause the ship to rolt  rock from side to
side! and pitch  rock from end to end!
Which motion, roll or pitch. is more likely
to shift the cargo out of balance~

C. Waves break over the ship one after an-
other The water from one wave doesn' t
even ctear 'Ihe deck before more water
piles an How could this affect the ship' s
bat ance z

D A hatchway caves in or comes unsealed,
letting water enter the hold How could
this affect the ship's balancez

E A series of waves raises up the stern and
rolls under the ship toward the bow. If the
cargo shifted strongly toward the bow,
what could happen to the ship"z

F. The Fitzgerald was 727 feet long. She
sank in 530 feet of water What could
happen to the ship if it suddenly took a
nosedive to the bottom~

4 Prepare to explain to the class how the ship
design could be at least partly responsible
for the loss of some vessels

5 Share with the class the meaning of these
terms draft, scale model, hull, bulkheads,
center of gravity, pitch, and roll



TOPIC 2

STORM TRACKING

INTRODUCTION

Weather conditions on the water can sometimes
create freak accidents that appear to be more su-
pernatural than natura!. Sightings of "ghost ships,"
sea monsters and the like often occur during periods
of unusual weather. Natural forces and a good irnag-
ination are probably responsible for many of the
"unexplained" phenomena of the Great Lakes and
Bermuda Triangles.

The mariners of the world's oceans and the Great
Lakes are always watchful of the weather. Their lives
depend on how prepared they are for conditions on
the water. Regardless of their preparedness, however,
accidents happen. A storm may build up far more
strength than weather predictions forecast, and the
tremendous force of a raging sea may be more than
a ship can take. Such an accident occurred on No-
vember 10, 1975, with the sinking of the ore freighter
Edmund Fitzgerald.

PROCEDURE

Every six hours, at 1 and 7 p.m. and 1 and 7 a.m,
Eastern Standard Time, observers all over the world
report weather conditions at their location. Wind speed
and direction are noted. Precipitation for the previous
six hours is measured. Temperature, visibility and any
other weather conditions are also recorded. The in-
formation is then put into an international code, sent
to collection centers within each country, and ex-
changed internationally. In this country, the information
is collected and analyzed by the U.S Weather Bureau.

At the centers receiving the coded weather infor-
mation, weather maps are prepared. The messages
are decoded and the conditions reported are trans-
lated into figures and symbols. These are grouped
around a small circle drawn on a map at the position
of the station reporting the information. The circle on
the map, with the figures and symbols describing the
weather conditions at that location is called a station
model The method of construction of a station model
and an interpretation of its information are shown in
Figures 3-5.

MATERIALS: Transparencies of Lake Superior, wax
pencils or washable markers, overhead projector.

Figure 3. Method for showing wind direction. Circle
is placed at location of station, and bar
points to where wind is coming from



t
Cairn 1-2 37 8-12 1317 18.22 2327 2M2 2327

A-i7 48-52 5357 5L42 6347 48.72 7377 103107

Figure 4. Symbols used to indicate wind speed  in
knots!

g-4 a/ e
ST+

fufAr~ r4 <7' 8

1 Force of wind = 25 knots
2. Wind direction from northwest
3. Visibility 2-4 mifes
4. Thunderstorm in progress
5. Waves

Figure 5. Interpretation of a Station Model

You are to examine ancf report data  information!
on weather conditions during the storm that caused
the Fitzgerald s sinking.

Figures 6 and 7 show the weather data for 1 and 7
a.rn.  Eastern Standard Time! on November 10, 1975.
The abbreviations used stand for ships that reported
in as weather stations. This information was taken
from the actual transcripts of hearings following the
sinking of the Fitzgerald Look carefully at Figures 6
and 7. Notice how the low pressure center is moving
and where the Fitzgerald is at each time.

From your teacher get transparencies of Lake Su-
perior numbered 3-4 and record on them the following
information as was done for you in Figures 6 and 7'

A. Date and time  plot a new map for each
different brne!.

B. Wind, wave, precipitation and visibility data
for the stations listed.  Some stations are on
land; others are reports from ships at the
positions given.! The information to be plotted
is in Table 1.



Date: 11/10/75

Time: 0100E

Location

10 Rain
10 Heavy rain

SWN
WEI
BEE

40 NE
30 NE
30 SE

10+
1

Figure 8. Weather data from 1 a.m., November 10,
1975

Anderson  AND!
Fitzgerald  FTZ!
Duluth
Apostle Isis.
Thunder Bay
BRE
CLK

Wind Wave

Speed Height Visibility
knots Direction   e ! Preci itation miles

32 NE 5-9
52 NNE 2-4
15 N
30 NhlE
t0 NE 5-9
39 NE
42 ENE 'f0+

S
7 Rain
5
7 Clouds

forming
7 Moderate rain

10 Squalls
Fog



Date 11i'10/75

riu
sv

Wind Wave
Speed Height Visibility
 knots! Direction  feet! Precipitation  miles!Location

Figure 7. Weather data from 7 a.m., November 10,
1975

FTZ
Apostle Isis
SW of Isle Royale
Copper Harbor
ALG
CLK
SWN
WEI
Whitefish Point

35 NE
30 WNW
45 NW
20 ESE
20 SE
26 SE
25 S
35 SE
30 SE
gust 39

10 Moderate rain 2-4
8

19
6
3 Intermit rain
7 TSTfvl

Rain
I0 Lightning



Ittap 3
Date 11/10/75
Time: 1300E

Wind Wave
Speed Height Visibility
knots Direction feet Precipitation milesLocation

SE 10 C I ouds
forming

NW
NW

AND 20 10-24

Duluth 25
Silver Bay 20 10-245 Clds

dissolving
WNW IO
NW 7 Moderate

snow
NW 15 Heavy snow
WNW 8
NNW 7
W 7
W 6
S 'I3 Moderate

TSTM
SW 15 Light snow

SW of Isle Royale 40
BEE 49

53
60
25
44
40
41

TAD
Copper Harbor
Slate island
SIM
Caribou Island
Cl K

1/2

10-24

5-9

2-4Whitefish Point 20

Map 4
Date 11/10/75
Time 1900E

WNW
NW 10
W 13
NW 8 Clds

dissolving
5
5

16 Drizzle
snow

Duluth 10
Copper Harbor 40
Grand Marais 55
ARM 25 10+

NW
NW
NW

NE of Isle Aoyale 40
off Marathon 25
FTZ  sank! 49 & 10+

Table 1
Weather Data for Maps 3 and 4  transparencies!

Answer the following questions based on your maps:

1. In what direction was the storm moving?  Note
the movement of the low pressure center.!

2. Do the winds around a low pressure center
blow clockwise or counter-clockwise?
Toward or away from the center?
Are wind speeds greater or less as they get
closer to the low pressure center?

3. On weather maps 1-4, check the station models
for coastal weather and rnid-lake weather. Which
areaS, COaetal Or mni-llkk, had higher Wind and
waves?

4. Which areas had higher wind and waves, island
areas or mid-lake areas?

5. Which side of the lake, Canadian or U S., had
more severe weather conditions?

6. The map below shows the courses taken by
the Fitzgerald and a following ship, the
Anderson.

Was this the best possible course in view of
the weather conditions/

7. Plot a recommended course for the Fitzgerald
on a third transparency. You will want to con-
sider the storm's path, the wave heights and
wind speeds along the way Se prepared to
defend your choices for the rest of the class

Fiottre 6. Courses steered by the Arthur M. Anderson
and the Edmund Fitzgerald on the night of
November 10, 1975.



PROCEDURE

TOPIC 3

LAKE BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

How deep is the water? Every mariner must be aware
of water depth in order to know if his vessel will float
wi thout bumping the bottom

Exploring water depths began with crude lead-
weighted ropes an wires lawered from ships Knots or
marks on these soundmrt lines were recorded as depth
measurements "Mark twain," for example, meant that
the water came up to the second mark an the line and
was two fathoms  about 4 meters! deep.

In World War I the echo sounder was developed. A
sound sent out from an instrument aboard a ship bounces
off the sea flaor ar lake bottom When the echo returns
to the ship, depth is calculated. Sound waves travel
through water at a speed of 5,000 feet per second. If
the sound takes one second to reach the bottom, its
echo takes one second to return and the water is 5,000
feet deep Using the results of echo sounding, scientists
can draw a bath metric chart  " Bathy" means deep,
and "metnc ' means measured.! Such a chart shows
the characteristics of the sea floor or lake bottom.

Figure 9. A ship using an echo sounder

MATERIALS: Nautical chart of eastern Lake Supenor
 St. Mary's to Au Sable Point!. transparent sheet, wax
pencil or washable marker

A contour line is a line connecting points of equal

tours in the following way:

The numbers on the nautical chart an your
worksheet are the soundings at various foca
tions in a small lake. The larger the numbers
are the deeper the water The zeroes indicate
shoreline areas, where the water depth be-
comes zero. All the zeroes around the edge of
the map have been connected to show the
shape of the lake

Are there other zeroes besides the lakeshore
ones~ What kind of a feature has been drawn
at Point A~

2. hlow find a line that roughly shows where the
water is 50 feet deep  Mariners do not use the
metric system yet.! The fine goes between the
numbers greater than 50 and the numbers fess
than 50 Contour lines do not end unless theey
go off the edge of the map, so the ends of the
50 foot fine are connected.

There are two 50-foot bathymetric contours for
this map. One surrounds the feature at A and
another is around the inside of the entire lake
Be sure you understand why these lines were
drawn where they are.

3. Put a Y on a part of the take that has some
very shallow areas close to the 50-foot line.
This is a place where there is a rocky area or
a shoal underwater. Sailors would have to be
very careful not ta bump their boats into this.

4. Draw a 100-foot contour line in the lake. Put
an X on the deepest point in the take

Practice Map: Soundings in a Small Lake



ACTIVITY C: WHAT HAPPENED ABOARD THE EDMUND FITZGERALD?

5. On the large map showing the eastern end ot
Lake Supenor, place a transparent sheet so
that its short bottom edge is on the line labeled
46250' and the long left hand edge is on the
8520' line of longitude Trace the shoreline onto
your paper.

6. In the area covered by the tracing paper, draw
50-foot bathymetric contours. Be sure to look
around for the depths far out in the water that
may need to be enclosed in such lines.

7. Also draw a 75 foot contour. Your map should
now show places of shallow water that are
surrounded by very deep water.

On November 10, 1975, the Great Lakes ore
earner Edmund Fitzgerald sank in the area of the
Great Lakes Tnangle Though its wreckage was
found, no members of the ship's crew were ever
recovered. The sinking thus became not only a
new piece of the triangle's mystery; it became a
human story as well

Strong emotions are often expressed more ef-
fectively through an artistic creation than through
spoken words. A violent painting or a joyful dance
can communicate feelings that anyone can un-
derstand. The deep sorrow felt in the lakes country
when the Edmund Fitzgerald sank was expressed
in a haunting ballad by a Canadian singer. Gordo~
I ightfoot

ftffATER1ALS: Recording of Gordon Lightfoot's
"The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald," words to

that song, pencil or pen.

THE WRECK OF THE EDMLIAIO FITZGERALD

The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they call "Gitche Gumee,"

The lake, it is said, never gives up her dead
when the skies of November turn gloomy.

With a load of iron ore twenty-six thousand tons more
than the Eclmund Fitzgerald weighed empty,

That good ship and true was a bone to be chewed
when the "Gales of November' came early.

The ship was the pride of the American side
coming back from some mill in Wisconsin.

As the big freighters go it was bigger than most
with a crew and good captain wel! seasoned,

Concluding some terms with a couple of steel firms
when they left fully loacled for Cleveland,

And later that night when the ship's bell rang
could it be the north wind they'd been feelin'?

8 Label the town of Coppermine Point on your
transparency On November 10, 1975, the Ed-
mund Fitzgerald sank off Copperrnine Point in
530 feet of water The ship was corning from
the northwest Put an X on the place where
the sinking probably occurred.

9. The Fifzgeralo's hull was 37 feet deep. ln a
storm with large waves the hull might dip down
to a depth of about 50 feet Locate areas where
hidden shoals might be  depths of 50 feet or
less, and areas where few depth measure-
ments have been made! Be prepared to show
the class the areas where the Fitzgerald should
have struck bottom

The wind in the wires made a tattle-tale sound
and a wave broke over the railing.

And ev'ry man knew as the captain did too
'twas the witch of November come stealin'.

The dawn came late and the breakfast had to wait
when the Gales of November came slashin'.

When afternoon came it was freezin' rain
in the face of a hurricane west wind.

When suppertime came the old cook came on deck
sayin', "Fellas, it's too rough t' feed ya."

At 7 p.rn. a main hatchway caved in;
he said, "Fellas, it's been good t know ya."

The captain wired in he had water comin' in
and the good ship and crew was in peril.

And later that night when 'is lights went outta sight
came the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald

Does anyone know where the love of God goes
when the words turn the minutes to hours'r

The searchers all say they'd have made Whitefish Bay
if they'd put fifteen more miles behind 'er,

They might have split up or they might have capsized,
they may have broke deep and took water.

And all that remains is the faces and the names
of the wives and the sons and the daughters.

Lake Huron rolls, Superior sings
in the rooms of her ice water mansion.

Old Michigan steams like a young man's dreams;
the islands and bays are for sportsmen.

And farther below Lake Ontario
takes in what Lake Erie can send her,

And the iron boats go as the mariners all know
with the Gales of November remembered.



PROCEDURE

1976 MOOSE MUSIC LTD
As Rights Reserved
Used by Perrrtlssion of
WARNER BROS MUSIC

In a musty old hall in Detroit they prayed,
in the "Maritime Sailors' Cathedral."

The church bell chimed 'til it rang twenty-nine times
for each man on the Edmund Fitzgerald

The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they call "Gitche Gumee."

"Superior," they said, "never gives up her dead
when the Gales of November come earlyl"

Some people have survived "close encounters"
with the Bermuda Triangle, others have not. The last
messages from ships and planes that have disap-
peared are examined in Berlitz's book, Without A
Trace, a follow-up to The Bermuda Triangle, The book
also includes the testimony of witnesses and survivors.
It serves to enlarge the mystery of the Triangle as it
searches for the natural or supernatural causes for
happenings there.

As you read these accounts, search for ways to
explain the happenings naturally. Both Berlitz's and
Gourley's books imply that forces from outer space

1. Listen to the recording. How does it make
you feel?

For each of the following things about the song,
tell how it helps to produce this general feeling;

A. the singer's voice.

B. the tempo  how fast the song is!.

C. the instrument being played,

D, sounds in the background,

E. the words  list words or phrases that help create
the feeling.

2. Imagine that you are aboard the Ff'fzgerald on the
night of the storm. The darkness and the cold rain
are uncomfortable, but until now no one has
doubted that you will reach your destination,

The song reports that "at 7 p.m. a main hatchway
caved in," Write a one-page description of what
you might have witnessed aboard the ship as it
sank, This can be done as if you are recording
events in a diary or writing a last letter to a friend,
Since you have probably decided for yourself what
must have happened that night, this is a way of
providing the world with, an "eyewitness" account
of the events.

are responsible for triangle disappearances, Though
this idea is an interesting one, most scientists would
tell us that science fact is stranger than science
fiction. It is very likely that some natural factors such
as those you investigated in this activity have been
responsible for disappearances in both the Great
Lakes and Bermuda Triangles.

There are more things in heaven and earth.�
than are dreamt of in our philosophy.

Shakespeare



A FINAL NOTE

As this aclivity was being prepared, another inci-
dent was added to the Great Lakes Triangle mystery
This incident did not result in the loss of the plane
or any lives, but it is the type of accident that makes
people believe that unnatural things are happening
in the Tnangle Try to figure out what natural forces
migt!t have caused this near-disaster

Knltttnbttft Otspttfrlf F |RI., APRII. 8, 1979

Survival Of Supersonic Dive
Called Miracle

DETROIT  AP! � The 80 passengers aboard the "WE DON'T KNOW what caused it at this time,"
TWA flight from New York to Minneapolis had just Bond said.
eaten a midair snack when they felt the craft begin to At that point, the pilot tried to slow the descent
vibrate. by deploying devices on the plane designed to

Suddenly, the plane swerved to the right, increase drag. But the wing flaps, spoilers and
completed a 360-degree barrel roll and nose-dived leading-edge slats proved ineffective at the speed the
from 30,000 to 12,000 feet � five miles � in a matter plane was traveling and were tom off.
of seconds at a speed apparently exceeding that of The pilot then'lowered the landing gear,
sound. "It is clear that that is the event that allowed the

"YOU COULD FEEL your face pres~ back and crew N regs m control of Re Plane," Bond said.
the Hood rush to your head,"said Chett Roberts,22, a "THERE IS NOTHING in the manual to tell you
University of Utah student who was aboard. what to do," he said, commending the pilot.
"Everyone was screaming. I thought it wasover." Bond and other FAA officials flew in from

"We were just through eating when it happened Washington to survey the damaged craft at Detroit
... people started to scream and a flight attendant Metropolitan Airport. The plane, with a seven-
started to cry." he said. "It's really a funny feeling to member crew, made an emergency landing at 10:30
see what everybody does before they think they are p.m. Wednesday.

tlgoing to die. Propped up by jacks, the plane sat on an airport
But nobody dad Wednesd y night. Ody th ~ side runway as mech mm, FAA official and

people aboard suffered minor injuries. reporters examined the damage. Flaps on the right.
FEDERAL AVIATION Administration  FAA! wing were ripped off during the descent, pieces of

inspectors said it was "miraculous" and "unprece- metal hung from that wing and from the fuselage
dented" that the Boeing 727 jetliner survived such around the landing gear doors on both sides. Inside
midair trauma before being brought under control in the airliner, newspapers and magazines were strewn
a desperation maneuver. Langhorne Bond, head of on the floor. A large sack of used airsickness bags
the FAA, commended the pilot, identified only as H. stood in the aisle,
Gibson of Chicago. TWO TAPES, ONE recording cockpit conversa-

"I can't think of any other incident where a tiomand one r~rdtngradio conversatons with the
 commerchl,passemr!ptal l sdonea complete ground, were sent  or study to the National
360-degree rotfover and survived." Bond sa' Thurs Transportation Safety Board in Washington.
day. "The miracle is that it held togetliei' under such Chuck Foster, associate administrator of the FAA
extraordinary speed and circumstances." for aviation standards, said the plane was flying

Preliminary evidence, Bond said, indicate tha about 500 mph before the trouble hit, but in the. dive
the flight was "very rbut ne in clear weather" wh i apparently exceeded 650 mph � abo ve the speed of
the plane "began to vibrate. «e"t out of cruise sound at that a!titude snd temperature.
control, rolled to the right, did a complete turnover i "l've been told that the airspeed indicator was
and dived to the ground." pegged alt the way over to the edge," Foster said. "If

that proves to be the case, it will be the first time in
FAA history that an airplane  not designed for it! had
exceeded those speeds and survived."



THE GREAT LAKES TRIANGLE
WORKSHEET

ACTIVITY A: WHAT IS THE GREAT LAKES TRIANGLE?

Study Figure Z in your student guide. Then answer these questions,

1. Are there some areas where large numbers of losses have occurred? If so, where?

2, Are there logical explanations for large numbers of losses having occurred at these particular areas?
What explanations?

3. Do most of the losses include missing people?

4. Why do you think some of the planes, ships and people have never been found?

Read and follow the instructions on page 5 of your student guide before answering the questions below.

1. Could ship design be responsible for the loss of some vessels in the Triangle areas? Explain.

2 How bad is a severe storm on the Great Lakes:

a. Wind speeds?

b. Wave heights?

c. Duration  how long the storm lasts!?

d Visibility?

3. What kinds of areas in lakes and oceans may be safer when a storm is iri progress.

4. How are bathymetric measurements made?

ACTIVITY B: HOW CAN OISAPPEARANCES WITHIN TME TRIANGLE BE EXPLAINED?



5. Is it possible that there are features on lake and ocean bottoms that mariners don't know about~

Explain.

6 What are the "Three Sisters" in the mariner's language?

7 Consider the Edmund Fitzgerald as an example of a Great Lakes Triangle disaster. Are there natural forces
that could explain the sinking? What are some possible explanations?

8. Considering the storm, the water depth and temperature, and what possibly happened to the Fitzgerald, why
do you think the bodies of the crewmen were never found?

Topic ti Great Lakes Bulk Carrier Design

1. & 2. Follow the instructions in your guide

3. Experiment with your model to find the answers to the following questions.

A. Balance the model on the side of a pencil. What do you have to do to find the balancing point  center of
gravity!?

B. Which motion � roll or pitch � is likely to shift the cargo out of balance~

C Waves break over the ship one after another. The water from one wave doesn't even clear the deck before

more water piles on. How could this affect the ship's balance~

D. A hatchway caves in or comes unsealed, letting water enter the hold. How could this affect the ship' s

balance~

E. A series of waves raises up the stem and rolls under the ship toward the bow. If the cargo shifted strongly

toward the bow, what could happen to the ship's balance?

F. The Fitzgerald was 727 feet long. She sank in 530 feet of water. What could happen to the ship if it

suddenly nosedived to the bottom~

4 How could ship design could be at least partly responsible for the loss of some vessels?

5. Share with the class the meaning of these terms;

draft
scale
model
hUII

bulkheads
center of gravity
pitch
roll



Topic 2. Storm Tracking

Answer the following questions based on your maps.

t, ln what direction was the storm moving?  Note the movement of the low pressure center!

2. Do the winds around a low pressure center blow clockwise or counter-clockwise' ?

Toward or away from the center?

Are wind speeds greater or less as they get closer to the low pressure center?

3, Qn weather maps 1-4, check the station models for coastal weather and mid-lake weather. Which areas�

coastal or mid-lake � had higher wind and waves?

4. Which areas had higher wind and waves, island areas or mid-lake areas?

5. Which side of the lake � Canadian or LI.S. � had more severe weather conditions?

6. Did the Fitzgerald choose the best possible course in view of the weather conditions?
Draw a good course on the transparency provided,

7. Follow the instructions in the student guide.

Topic 3: Lake Bottom Characteristics

Read and follow procedures Then answer questions below.

1. Are there other zeroes besides the lakeshore ones? What is at Point-A?

2.� 9. Follow the procedure given

Activity C: What Happened Aboard The

After listening to the recording of Gordon Lightfoot's "The Wreck of the Edmund Fitz erald," answer these questions:

1. How does the song make you feet?

For each of the following things about the song, tell how it helps to produce this general feel'ngi

A. the singer's voice

B. the tempo  how fast the song is!

C. the instruments being played

D. sounds in the background

E the words  list words or phrases that help create the feeling

2. The song reports that "At 7 p.m. a main hatch-way caved in." On a separate pie~a of paper write a on~
page description of what you might have witnessed and felt aboard the ship as 't s»k.
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